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Wuxi, JiangSu, China (0)
Chihuahua, Chihuahua,
Mexico (0)
Cambridge, Ontario,
Canada (5)
Mount Forest, Ontario,
Canada (7)

with single-digit defective parts
per million in 2008. Products
supplied to Ford (Dana’s largest
customer), Chrysler, and Daimler
weren’t far behind in terms of
overall quality.

El Talar, Buenos Aires,
Argentina (7)
Cheltenham, South Australia,
Australia (7)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
USA (7)

Team Sport

Dana operations supporting
Volkswagen, Fiat, Renault, PSA
Peugeot, GM, and International
collectively delivered products

“Quality is a team sport,”
Kneisler said. “Dana facilities can
– and do – share expertise and
resources across organizational

Product Knowledge is Product Quality
Mike Diamente
Plant Manager – Light Vehicle Driveline Products Group
Rayong, Thailand
At the Rayong axle plant, we had been
struggling to overcome a repeat of
issues that prevented us from achieving
the next level of quality performance.
We implemented poka-yokes and some
200-percent checks, but certain problems kept coming back just when we
thought we had buried them.
By studying these problems closely, we
realized the real issue was lack of
product knowledge. Because most of
our employees come from non-industrial areas – Rayong’s largest industry is
commercial fishing – it is hard for some
to understand the products we’re
making, much less what constitutes

good and bad quality. Defects such as
poorly machined surfaces and dents
might be red flags for employees with
machining skills or industrial experience, but not so for those seeing axle
components for the first time.
To help our people better understand
good and bad quality – and to allow
them to take action when necessary –
the managers focused on three areas:
safety, product knowledge, and layered
process audits (LPAs).
I equate quality to safety – if people
aren’t taking personal safety (quality of
life) seriously, then it’s tough to convince them to focus on product quality.

and geographic lines. Employees
from the engineering, manufacturing, purchasing, supplier
development, and quality groups
all work together to achieve the
results.”
Asked who is responsible for
quality at his Thermal plant in
Mount Forest, Ontario, Canada,
Plant Manager Gord Cavdek’s
quick response is, “Everyone.”
Strong, consistent quality de-

Product knowledge is essential if we
want employees to understand the
“why” and not just the “do as I tell
you.” Thus, we embarked on learning
sessions led by our quality control
technician. The “customer” was
defined as the next operation on the
line, as well as the vehicle
manufacturers we serve.
To take this concept one step further,
we also started an LPA program:
• 43 teams conduct first-layer audits
daily;
• 13 teams audit weekly; and
• Three teams audit monthly.
With 59 audits per month, we can
cover the entire plant in two months.
Editor’s Note: The Rayong plant improved its PPM performance by 65
percent from 2007 to 2008.

From left, Dana employees Prakasit Sriputtha, Somjet Pacharawongsakul, Amporn Thongsaard, and Noppadol Sansuwan in Rayong learn
more about Spicer® axles. Their operation has improved product quality by improving product knowledge, as well as through an aggressive layered process audit program.
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